1. Jesus and his family went to church. Get through the maze and find your way to church by drawing a line from letter to letter in the order of the alphabet.

2. Think the names of the letters as you draw.

Luke 2:40-52
MESSAGE DECODER

Mark out all the uppercase letters. Put the lowercase letters together to make words. Write each word on the line beside the message.

1. G c h T E O u F S r c K h

2. f J W a D m E i W l P y

3. T K R g P D l W B a d K

4. I F s C a U N i J E d Y L

5. M H P L A G I W Q e t X

In each sentence below, write the words you decoded. Read the sentences.

Jesus went to ______________ with his ______________.

I was ______________ when they ______________,

“____________ us go to ______________.” Psalm 122:1

Psalm 122:1 and Luke 2:40-52